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Date 09th March 2011

To the Editorial board,
JMCR

Subject : MS: 8986022044240133- Primary extracranial meningioma in submandibular region - A case report

Many thanks for your communication.

1) We have revised ‘Reference’ section and checked each reference on PubMed. Please note reference number 2 and 10 are totally changed and replaced by references available on PubMed without changing the context. Other references have checked and revised as per the guidelines of JMCR

2) As per reviewer’s (Patrick Bradley) report we have inserted one line in the introduction part mentioning “This represents another unusual site for extracranial meningioma which has promoted us to report the case.”

3) The word ‘Orbit’ has been deleted from introduction part line number 4.

I hope that our manuscript sees the light of the day.

Thanking you in anticipation.

Dr Sanjay D Deshmukh
Professor of Pathology.
Shrimati Kashibai Navale Medical College and General Hospital, Narhe, Pune-411041, India